N.Y.A. CUT IN HALF!

These are the glad tidings which greeted the City College students Thursday morning. To many hundreds of students, who were completely dependent on the meager benefits of the NYA, it means nothing less than the end of their college careers. Out of 1500 hundred who have already applied for NYA only 476 have received jobs. The student body must not take this blow lying down!

WHAT WE WANT

1. Reinstatement of all former NYA students.
2. Transfer of ROTC funds to NYA
3. Allotment of NYA funds to colleges on the basis of need instead of numbers.
4. Abolition of "C" average requirement for NYA.
5. For student representation on NYA committees.
6. For the passage of the American Youth Acts.

JOBS TO ALL NEEDY STUDENTS AGAINST NYA CUTS

HOW TO GET IT

INVESTIGATIONS, NEGOTIATIONS, COMMITTEES WILL NOT SUFICE!
ONLY DIRECT MASS ACTION BY THE STUDENT BODY WILL GET RESULTS!
1. An immediate conference of all student organizations to plan the fight for increased NYA funds.
2. Establishing a UNION of all NYA applicants.
3. Organized demonstrations such as mass picket lines, sit-down strikes, mass meetings, parent delegations and conferences, cooperation by teachers groups, petitions etc.

FIGHT FOR THE AMERICAN YOUTH ACT

Battleships Not Schools: That is the answer of the Roosevelt regime to demands for the passage of the AYA and increased appropriations for Needy Students. Millions for the protection of American imperialist interests in China and the Philippines but not one cent for thousands of students for whom this aid is indispensable; and only chicken-feed for the handful who are fortunate enough to secure that.

For those who were taken in by the demogogy of New Dealism and the Roosevelt Administration, this blow to your living standards holds a serious lesson. Do not be deceived: Your support of Capitalist politicians like La Guardia in the New York elections can only produce similar rewards. Only through mass action on the part of the student body in alliance with the Working Class can we secure substantial benefits.
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